Verifying the electrostatic theory of whiskers
University of Toledo
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Electrostatic theory of metal whiskers in 1 slide
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 >>1 and probability of whiskering proportional to exp(-)... (can be shown) –
-- Whiskers grow where a strong field fluctuation exists, which are rare,  ~ 10-100.
External E decreases  – whisker propensity exponentially increases
Lower surface tension decreases   whisker propensity exponentially increases
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Summary. Food for thought.
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external field dominated when
E  E0 L / (h ).
Additionally, nucleation rate can be presented as
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 (derived earlier -- 2009)
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Correlation with  seems obvious from the table.
Do we have correlations with E? – Preliminary YES – from two groups now
Other thoughts?
Changing  by affecting interfaces (contaminations)?
Studying E-dependences more quantitatively?
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‘Standard’ E-field test design for our and other groups
• Flat plate capacitor design:
Thickness of kapton tape (spacer) h = 25 mm
Kapton tape
Voltage V=100 Volt
Second electrode
Creates field E= V/h=40,000 V/cm
Expect several-micron-long whiskers in several hours (say,
5 mm long whiskers in 5 hours for our used sputtered Sn
films)
• If whiskers are not observed, check ‘craters’ caused by
V
Tin electrode
burned whiskers on the tin electrode
• Adding contaminations on the tin electrode will allow to
see possible effects in hours
• Putting a polymer or other capping layer on tin will allow
to study its whisker blocking effect in hours
We will use this setup with various films (tin and others) and with tin crystals. Other groups are
welcome to exchange the results and samples. This setup can be developed into an industrial test.
•
Kapton tape •
•
•
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Appendix 1: My compressed bullet points for a theory
(in blue what we have understood already in the electrostatic ctheory)

• A mystery of high aspect ratios, height/diameter up to ~10,000 not
seen in other physics. Why would not metal whiskers collapse into
‘spheres’, as other droplets do to minimize surface energy?
• Is their relation to metals of essence? In other words, why are
metal whiskers metal?
• What is behind the metal whiskers randomness? Why do they grow
here but not there, why are their parameters so dispersed, what
makes it so difficult to controllably grow or predict their
appearance?
• What does Pb do in suppressing whiskers? (Either increases the
surface tension or levels out the surface charge fluctuations)
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Appendix 2: Gordon Davy’s amazing bullet points
• Nominally identical specimens may demonstrate drastically different densities and growth rates.
• Density may differ greatly from one region of a specimen to another; on a finer scale, there is a whisker growing here,
but not there. So there is a minimum surface area needed to establish consistent density values.
• Growth is at the base (i.e., the film), not the tip.
• Growth may be from the tin-substrate interface or from near the tin surface.
• Growth rate is often not constant. A whisker may stop growing for a while, then start growing again.
• Growth rate is zero at low and high temperatures, and seems to peak at about 25-50°C.
• Growth can be promoted by thermal cycling (for tin on alloy 42, due to induced stresses from differential expansion).
• Growth rate is zero below a threshold film thickness and approaches zero for high film thickness. It appears to be zero
for bulk tin.
• For sputtered films, growth rate appears to be a minimum for near-zero residual stress, and greater for tensile as well as
compressive stress. (Bozack)
• Growth rate is somewhat higher at high humidity.
• Growth rate seems to be higher from fine-grained microstructure.
• Growth rate can be increased by some kinds of residues on the surface.
• Most metals dissolved in tin appear to increase growth rate. The one exception is Pb. The mechanism may have to do
with altering the grain structure to equiaxed (from columnar).
• I do not recall hearing of the effect of small amounts of Pb (~1%) in Sn for vapor-deposited films, or even for very thin
electroplated films.
• Distribution of thickness and length are log-normal.
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Gordon Davy’s amazing bullet points (continued)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

There appears to be no correlation between thickness and length.
Median thickness is about 3 µm.
Longest whisker reported: ~25 mm.
Thinnest and thickest whiskers reported: ~100 nm, ~20 µm.
Various growth morphologies: needle-like, "odd-shaped eruptions," occasional branches, there may longitudinal
or circumferential striations. Acicular (needle-like) whiskers may be bent or kinked, and may not have the same
thickness along the entire length.
Long whiskers are in constant motion in air (due to natural convection) – can be compared to Brownian motion of
airborne particles.
Whiskers have an oxide coating ~1-3 nm thick, even in vacuum. (Growth rate is logarithmic.)
A whisker that melts exits the skin, leaving it behind.
Whiskers penetrate even a thick oxide film (grown by prolonged exposure to steam). (Bozack)
Whiskers eventually penetrate polymer (including Parylene) coatings (with the apparent exception of "Whiskertough." A polymer's resistance to penetration surely depends on temp, humidity, and age, but there are no data.
Whiskers appear to not penetrate thin caps of certain metals, and readily penetrate thicker caps of other metals.
(Bozack, Chason, Davy)
Whiskers appear to not penetrate thin films of tailored ceramics produced by chemical vapor deposition if the
substrate has been properly prepped. If the ceramic film is too thin, it is vulnerable to abrasion; too thick, to
crazing and loss of adhesion due to differential expansion.
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